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A veteran in the industry, albeit a
young one, Mark has developed a
distinguished reputation for his
approach to financial planning
and portfolio management, which
have become the foundation of
the firm's core philosophy. He has
received wide publicity for his
investment insight and has been
featured in numerous business
publications.

A native of Baton Rouge, Mark
received a B.S. in Business and

Finance from Centenary College
of Louisiana. Prior to founding
Simmons Asset Management, he
maintained positions such as Vice
President, Portfolio Manager and
Chief Compliance Officer as well
as acquiring the Series 7, 24 and
66 licenses.

Mark made the decision to
transform a lifelong career into
helping people maximize their
financial condition by reducing
costly mistakes. He formulated

Simmons Asset Management
whose main goals are to look out
for the best interest of investors,
while educating them at the
same time.

The Importance of Staying Invested

Investors who attempt to time the market run the risk
of missing periods of positive returns. The image
illustrates the value of a $100,000 investment in the
stock market during 2000–2006, which included the
bear market of 2001 and the recovery that followed.
The value of the investment dropped to $57,537 by
September 2002 (trough date). If an investor remained
invested in the market over the next three years,
however, the ending value would be $91,488. If an
investor exited the market at the bottom to invest in
cash for a year and then re-entered, the ending value
would be $74,403. An all-cash investment would have
yielded only $60,252. Even though the continuous
stock-market investment did not recover its initial
value after three years, it still provided a higher ending
value than the other two strategies. Investors are well
advised to stick with a long-term approach to
investing.
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